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Evolving technology and human-machine interaction are 
two major stances that question human centricity as a 
core dimension for the future placement of human 
variables and social perspectives inside intelligent 
systems. The present paper explores present challenges 
and an up to date research synthesis concerning social 
sciences dimensions, theories, concepts and 
implementation with regard to the study of human 
centred artificial intelligence. The main scope consists of 
drawing several red lines for future research and 
theoretical social insights on artificial intelligence at 
work. Following a scholarly literature insight and several 
reference works, the study explores major topics of 
interest analysed so far and proposes new directions for 
the evaluation of human variables and machine learning 
at work in an organizational setting. Results showed 
there is a vital need for expanding research from human 
centricity point of view on the present matter, where 
studies are still scarce and heterogenous. Moreover, 
concept clarification and theoretical explanations are yet 
to be sufficient in explaining people interactions and 
management of artificial intelligence at the workplace. In 
conclusion human empowerment at work through 
ethical and person oriented intelligent systems in a given 
organizational context can ensure a fair and efficient 
development of people’s skills, professional objectives or 
level of performance while promoting human values, 
ethical principles and preserving the well-being. The 
paper presents also several practical implications of 
social sciences domain on artificial intelligence 
exploration and a few future directions for research.   
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Introduction 

Constant new technological development in a “fast forward” society 

determined gradually the appearance of a gap between the sophisticated and 

speedy evolution of tech and user oriented strategy, where quite often we 

wonder whether the user nowadays has to adapt to it and not the either way 

around it. 

One challenge that resides in the analysis of human centricity with 

regard to modern technologies refers to the scarcity of scholarly articles which 

address the issue in terms of social science perspective on one hand. On the 

other hand, there is a wide range of research articles that focus mainly on the 

engineering process, product development, new artificial intelligence (AI) 

based platforms and so on. The social sciences perspectives have yet to offer 

a full comprehension of the phenomena, with a few research articles that 

address the issue of social variables in such settings.   

The present article underlines several up to date implications on human 

centricity when confronted with technological progress and the AI subject 

from a social science point of view. The main scope is to identify certain “red 

lines” concerning the research of AI and human variables, taking into 

consideration debating stances and existing literature. The research apparatus 

has long been exploring, developing and implementing AI systems, many a 

time leaving aside the human factor, human variables, values, human 

interaction and not just user service and parameters. 

There is already a new concept alongside AI entitled HAI (Human 

Artificial Intelligence) or HCAI (Human Centered Artificial Intelligence), 

which designates the need for future technology to be developed as human 

centred, considering human views first, human values, conditions and 

context (Shneiderman, 2020a; 2020b; 2021; Yang et al. 2021). Apart from tools, 

patterns and platforms, there is a pressing need to understand AI in human 

terms, regulations and policies knowing that sectors like industry, research, 

education, medicine, media, and communication already work with such 

technology or develop in this direction. Improving human condition, the 

welfare, performance, and other aspects of society require a great attention 
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towards clear policies, respecting rights and countering inequality. In this 

view the rapid development of technology and AI base systems even if they 

by principle address the human needs and are built around a positive 

discourse of human condition improvement, there is a long way for 

implementing and testing its outcomes on a validity feature. If it were to make 

a simple analogy with calibrating a test validation, AI and human centricity 

formula follow the same rule, making sure that the technology does what it 

says and plans to implement. 

In recent years, some of the scholarly articles encompassed a few socio-

technical variables in the research of human-machine learning and usage. 

Most works focus on ethical challenges, distributive justice, discrimination, 

exclusion, transparency, communication and perception (Abdelaal 2021; 

Boada, Maestre, and Genís 2021; Giermindl et al. 2022; Dwivedi et al. 2023; 

Heyder, Passlack, and Posegga 2023). From the ethics perspective for 

example, several authors observed there are certain research gaps in exploring 

the topic when it comes to human-AI interaction taking into account 

complexity, limitations, restrictive character, duty ethics focus, information 

systems technical stance which rule out quite frequent the human actor and 

behavior (Te'eni et al. 2019; Amershi et al. 2019; Siau and Wang 2020; Berente 

et al. 2021; Islam and Greenwood 2021; Mirbabaie et al. 2022). Moreover, 

Heyder, Passlack and Posega (2023) described and explained in a conceptual 

framework the major notions from the scholar database that should 

accompany AI ethics research and development in vital keys such as: 

transparency, accountability, privacy, security, justice, fairness, benefits, 

sustainability, responsibility, autonomy and humanity. All these principles 

may shape the sociotechnical system theory and sociomateriality approach, 

giving more reason to duty ethics and virtue ethics. At the same time, the 

focus should address alike the social entity stance and sociomaterial common 

ground, beyond just material patterns. In another work, Restrepo Amariles 

and Baquero (2023) claimed the need for a co-evolutionary approach between 

human users and AI systems, while favouring meaningful human control and 

a human centric rule. The same authors draw attention that at the moment 
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most regulations focus just on marketing driven objectives, leaving aside 

fundamental rights central role, they neglect accountability in other phases of 

the AI life cycle (not just design phase), do not offer a complete legal 

explainability beyond technicality and do not test systems algorithms in terms 

of proportionality, necessity and adequacy (Restrepo Amariles and Baquero 

2023). 

Beyond the ethical ground, research on AI and the human factor has 

been abundant on the positive technical outcomes so far, from medical 

devices, industry manufacturing processes, transportation mapping, supply 

chain management, data analysis, aerospace industry, communication and 

media sectors. Yet undoubtfully the benefits, there is a growing concern when 

it comes to the human variable, which in some cases just fills the consumer 

role while in other cases missing at all from the formula. Studying the human 

presence inside the machine interaction and development must comprise far 

more detailed and centred human dimensions.      

 

Theoretical social insights on AI research 

One perspective that unfolds in recent years in human – machine interaction 

research, from a social science point of view, follows people attitude 

exploration towards various technology products, from virtual reality (VR), 

mixed reality (MR), augmented reality (AR) and finishing with AI and HAI. 

Attitudes of course reflect the user perception when either dealing with 

intelligent tech, working with it directly or indirectly, knowing about it and 

so on. On one hand, several studies identified negative perceptions and 

attitudes such as anxiety or resistance through low levels of engagement or 

trust (Li and Huang 2020; Braganza et al. 2021; Del Giudice et al. 2023) while 

others refer to a more neutral stance which leads towards expectations of 

sociality or humanity inside the interaction, curiosity or gain model (Hu, Lu 

and Gong 2021). 

Perception of efficiency, alongside expected results and performance, 

task easiness and process simplicity may all generate attitudes at work that 
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lead to a certain reaction of acceptance, understanding or resistance and 

avoidance behaviour when working with AI systems. Moreover, inside the 

organization, employees feel the need to test first the tangible outcomes of any 

new technology that comes in hand at times when the risk of being jobless or 

replaced by it is closer to a market reality. In this regard, organizational 

culture may determine as well specific attitudes and behaviours towards 

smart tech, consolidating fears of the unknown or at the opposite clarifying 

them. In order to give an example, it can be stated that organizational myths 

underline the best such reactions. A “fear of being fired when technology 

takes in” myth existing among employees at a certain time in the organization 

may well fuel a high level of resistance towards the introduction of new 

assistive training stations that use Mixed Reality in their platforms, making 

the employee refuse, stall, avoid, block, miss, sabotage the training process, 

steps, performance and real objectives for evaluation. 

Chowdhury et al. (2023) summarized several AI capabilities from the 

scholarly literature (e.g. data sources, technical infrastructure, transparency, 

time requirement, technical skills, business skills, leadership, organizational 

culture, change capacity, knowledge, governance and regulations etc.) that 

need more insight and research while studying also the direct impact on the 

human workforce (e.g. job design and features, autonomy, trust, 

psychological variables, motivation, job satisfaction, team development, 

creativity, innovation and career management) which solicits an even greater 

attention. The same authors place the outcomes in terms of process efficiency, 

data driven decision making, product or service innovation, customer 

satisfaction, employee productivity, sustainable business performance and 

brand image, which describe the numerous positive potential results in AI 

implementation and development (Chowdhury et al. 2023). Beyond these 

sectors already in place, the human centricity approach solicits more interest 

in studying the human factor at work in relation with AI systems and process, 

the individual or the person for which AI was created and developed. In 

another study, Yang et al. (2021) discussed the implications of AI, beyond 

individuals, at societal level where the effect ranges between enabling and 
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inhibiting society development. The same authors mention among those 

barriers the following (Yang et al. 2021): an increase in prime resources in 

order to ensure energy consumption for such systems; the presence of errors, 

biases and misuse of algorithms which may generate discrimination, 

inequality, pattern thinking, prejudice and stereotyping; hard access for AI 

development in the case of low and middle income countries; job inequality 

due to high AI knowledge requirements. Even if, at product and activity 

sector level, AI will drive the change, from smart home, education, medicine 

and industry to agriculture, energy, economy, smart cities, transportation, 

there is an incomplete understanding for personal outcomes and social 

implications at this stage concerning individuals, groups, communities and 

societies. Just a few barriers mentioned above by Yang et al. (2021) constitute 

a warning sign and a vital request to address these issues in future works of 

research and patterns of implementation for a human centred philosophy and 

view.   

Hua et al. (2024) focused on the acceptance dimension when working 

with AI in the healthcare system, observing that employees are influenced by 

key factors such as system use (containing work value expectation, level of 

burden and self-efficacy), socio-organizational-cultural dimensions 

(containing workflow integration, social influence, organizational readiness, 

threat perception and ethics) and user features (containing tech openness, AI 

literacy, system understanding and level of trust). According to the authors, 

all these key factors shape the level of acceptance in working with AI systems 

in the health care sector (Hua et al. 2024). 

For example, an employee that works with AI systems or has contact 

with it, will be likely to adopt an attitude based on the personal level of 

understanding for the technology, how open the person is towards this type 

of system, how much trust it is allocated towards its functions and outcomes 

and of course the level of knowledge and experience of the individual when 

working with AI. Moreover, the employee is present not just as a user profile 

in this formula but also as a centred dimension in work processes where the 

person will treat AI in terms of integration, organization adaptation, 
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perception of threat, following ethics and level of influence, expectation of 

performance, efficiency, task difficulty and values. Beyond the health care 

system, these guidelines may apply in any organizational setting when 

working with AI systems, given the fact that perceptions and attitudes are 

formed following basic social rules. In another study, Kandul et al. (2023) 

stated that in some specific experimental situations, participants 

underestimated the AI predictability in terms of performance and naturally 

overestimated the human prediction skills, opening an interesting debate 

topic over the human abilities to exercise control efficiently over AI in certain 

environments. Human centricity from this point of view should explore also 

human control design, efficiency objectives, level of trust and predictability 

for a better understanding and application of management norms inside AI 

control and regulations. Perception formation and impression in the human 

setting require the same social rules when confronting AI systems. When 

working with a new device that can give a reply and analyse human 

interaction, the human user will apply naturally a subjective evaluation, 

shaping the personal impression under the rule of expectancy, results, 

performance, efficiency, fairness and so on. At this point people have the 

natural tendency to perceive the AI in terms of equality norms and so to build 

their views, develop behaviours and manifest attitudes according to this 

social “equation”. In an interesting experiment, Li, Chu and Xu (2023), 

observed that in a communication mediated model with AI, human users 

were influenced by the level of fairness displayed by the system alongside a 

certain degree of team awareness or entitativity, which may shape human 

impression, acceptance or avoidance. The same authors noted that there is a 

positive correlation between equality norms and organized perceptions in 

human-AI interaction, drawing attention that people have a tendency  to 

evaluate the AI behaviour in human behavioural norms, rules and conditions 

(Li, Chu, and Xu 2023). 

Under the terms of social interaction, machine learning and interaction 

are naturally bound to the same perception mechanism from the user point of 

view, which she or he apply in daily interactions with other fellow 
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individuals. Human centricity theory should explore more these principles 

for the future, knowing that the AI environment follows a different 

development path and the rules of social interaction which people apply in 

their daily lives between themselves. This might not function when managing 

AI systems. If so far the analysis focused on observed perception and attitude 

formation in various organizational settings when working or experimenting 

with AI technology from an individual stance, the group or team level should 

be equally of interest, given their impact on decision making, company 

performance and functioning. 

In this regard the scholarly literature and research underlined the 

impact of AI environments on team life, performance and perception beyond 

individual level. Moreover, on a broader organizational scale, companies 

need to address more frequently nowadays the subject of virtual teams, 

teleworking and digital work space which are accompanied yet in early times 

by AI agents, platforms, smart devices, beyond simple computational 

software and analysis. The mixed teams, humans and AI actors have been in 

place now for some time inside the work area, studies trying to explore the 

perception level here as well, performance improvement, roles exchange and 

motivation. From the medical sector, engineering and constructions towards 

communication and entertainment, mixed human AI teams have already 

experienced resource sharing and work interactions. Since the theory behind 

social functioning of human teams is well known, the question that arises is 

how to deal with a human AI hybrid team? In one study, results showed that 

if AI team agents influence level decreases, it can lead to human performance 

over time, giving way for the fact that human team members will enjoy 

working with AI team members as long as the latter will provide chances for 

them to learn, improve and develop (Flathmann et al. 2023). In their study the 

same authors observed that human users inside the mixed team perceive and 

analyse in different ways the level of social influence and the level of trust in 

AI team members based on personal motivations, objective correspondence 

with the virtual assistant, personal preference for learning by watching or by 
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doing, taking action for winning or just for simple entertainment, supporting 

healthy beliefs, principles and views over teamwork (Flathmann et al. 2023). 

Flathmann et al. (2023) also mentioned the importance of real life 

environment, context and risk that the respondents consider when adapting 

perceptions, motivations and variance of working with AI team members. 

Vishwarupe et al. (2022) also stated the importance of distinguishing and 

selecting momentum of when to trust or not the AI decision or to refer to 

human judgement instead, inside the human AI confluence especially when 

the intelligent systems can falter. The authors also created and presented a 

confluence framework with user centred design consisting of several 

dimensions such as (Vishwarupe et al. 2022): involving various stakeholders 

at every stage of the process, establishing a clear distinction between 

stipulated roles, regulating data and user privacy, coordinating virtual reality, 

mixed reality and augmented reality in an intuitive design, attributing 

explainable and interpretable character to intelligent systems while paying 

attention to context and environmental factors, beyond individual and AI 

levels. The authors suggest that beyond the classical view which used to aim 

only at understanding the use context, user demands, design patterns, 

evaluation and implementation, the new confluence model should also 

comprise the setting beyond the simple application, determine other 

stakeholders to participate, use various design patterns, more complex 

evaluation and solution implementation alongside constant feedback 

(Vishwarupe et al. 2022). 

From this perspective the need to involve more social actors in not only 

creating and developing AI systems but also monitoring constantly, offering 

feedback and evaluation every step on the way is quite the challenge but also 

a vital demand. The team term and AI collaboration can be defined at work 

also from the multiple stances of human centred AI teams which offer a more 

appropriate and in-depth understanding, perception and interpretation for 

developing the next generation human-machine interaction. Beyond mixed 

teams that use human and AI agents for fulfilling various work tasks and the 

team members perceptions, the social perspective points out a more inclusive 
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and comprehensive framework when integrating AI systems in the human 

centred paradigm. Future research on social grounds concerning human 

centricity and AI related topics must consider extending perspectives beyond 

traditional team dynamics processes and functional human-AI designs 

algorithms. Taking into consideration all social actors that must participate 

and collaborate, intelligent systems developers, final users, regulation 

institutions and policy makers, AI standard agents and many more, it can be 

stated that team-AI related view rises at a macro level.  

HCAI trends and variables require more conceptual clarity and 

terminology consistency, in order to achieve more solid approaches and 

common ground when it comes to research human AI interaction. In another 

study, Bingley et al. (2023) found several differences between developers and 

users perceptions on AI usage, where the first category of respondents focus 

more on ethical, privacy and security demands and less on the social impact 

of AI, while the latter value more human centricity and how they are 

understood by intelligent systems. More specific, AI developers prioritize 

themes such as functionality, ethics and data processing while users top social 

impact, functionality and understanding when working with intelligent 

systems (Bingley et al. 2023). The study results, as seen in other studies, 

outlined the importance of making AI work for the user, clarifying the impact 

on social actors, understanding user needs and making the person feeling 

understood, extending the policies beyond essential and towards HCAI 

objectives, conducting more research on people awareness (Bingley et al. 

2023). Sociology, social psychology and other disciplines from the same 

domain can ensure future studies that will allow the understanding of human 

variables and needs put into practice with regard to AI, making concepts and 

theories operational, optimizing teams and individuals in their achievements 

and goals. 

HCAI inside team management must bring a new user interface and 

approach, in which human led principles are core drives for the creation of an 

AI system that offers support for human development, training, social needs, 

towards a positive outcome for people.   
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A third and final research insight on AI from a social perspective, 

beyond individual perception or team level interaction consists of activity 

sectors outcome review and methodology testing. Some of the initial studies 

focused on human variables at work in various sectors, with preference 

towards the medical organization environment, engineer industry, 

transportation, communication and education areas. 

For example, Zhu, Fan and Zhang (2019) presented that major research 

in intelligent systems still circulates mostly in fields such as automotive 

industry (41.30%), aerospace sector (19.57%), industrial plants (19.57%), 

energy sector (10.87%) and military industry (8.70%). Sharma, Yadav and 

Chopra (2020) underlined a more intense presence of AI inside the economic 

and financial sector, transportation and environmental sustainability, with 

information and communication domains, policy making and law, healthcare 

still underrepresented. On a more specific note, other authors showed that 

medical sector is catching up with AI being represented by machine learning, 

artificial neural network, natural language processing in clinical devices, 

support vector machines and heuristics analysis platforms build, developed 

and implemented for diagnosis, personalized treatment and drug 

development, surgery, radiology, hospital administration and individual 

health records, cardiology and so on (Haleem, Javaid and Khan 2019). 

At the moment the scholarly literature solicits more studies with focus 

on the social variables inside the activity domains mentioned before, and not 

just from singular, isolated social concept point of view but towards a more 

integrated approach, extending beyond simple classical human factors and 

plunging into deep understanding of human personality, motivations, 

behaviours, cognitive processes and many more when interacting with AI at 

the workplace. The process of integrating the human variable in a human 

centred paradigm and philosophy in AI management requires not only 

research and conceptualization but a certain dynamic ability for adaptation in 

parallel with the fast track of AI technology progress. In other words where 

tech evolution increases dramatically, social theory, social practice and 

regulation must follow close by and if possible be a step ahead to ensure that 
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human needs, interests and well-being are not shadowed by a technology 

only and overly driven development. At present, the balance between human 

centricity and techno-centricity resides around the latter, but with the 

evolution of socio-technical systems and a greater attention to social and 

human variables, the new industry must shape and adapt accordingly. The 

transition from simple AI use to HCAI implementation is not simple due to 

the complexity and multivariate stances of socio-technical environments, 

concept clarification and differentiation, finding common ground in language 

programming and transfer of terms in both ways from human to machine and 

vice versa and a specific methodology for evaluation which still appears to be 

in trial mode. 

Waschull and Emmanouilidis (2023) proposed three dimensions of 

trustworthiness evaluation as a key quality feature for HCAI methodology 

exercise: technical, operational and social. The authors underlined for each 

dimension specific criteria such as accuracy, robustness, latency, reliability, 

security and scalability for the technical part; productivity, 

processing/manufacturing/configuration time, 

machine/process/product/routing flexibility, delivery reliability, produced 

and perceived quality and costs for the operational part; privacy, 

accountability, transparency, control, fairness and non-discrimination, 

inclusive character, variety, autonomy, ergonomics, social support, feedback, 

problem solving, work conditions, physical and mental demands, 

information needs for the social part (Waschull and Emmanouilidis 2023). 

Their study results also highlighted four major methodological steps which 

can guide an AI system design under the rule of ethics: 1. defining analysis 

units and case identification; 2. involvement of multidisciplinary teams and 

relevant stakeholders; 3. identification and validation of relevant performance 

units; 4. evaluation and feedback with focus on all previous steps. 

From this point of view, every evaluation methodology for the 

exploration of HCAI is bound to be built on a stronger consideration for social 

variables, factors and criteria alongside technical objectives. Moreover, the 

new improved architecture of HCAI must shift the technic-centricity and 
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integrate it in social-technical overall systems which place human centricity 

at its core and not the other way around. Bingley et al. (2023) presented a 

social self-determination model for the AI system with positive or negative 

impact on the person inside a context, which combines elements from self-

determination, social identity and self-categorization theories. The study 

presented a model in which AI systems can influence the well-being of an 

individual through self-determination and with a mediating role of 

individual or collective needs and identities (Bingley et al. 2023). 

The Social Self Determination Model (SSDM) for AI environments 

opens the path for a better understanding and conceptualization of HCAI, 

ensuring new potentials for measure, methodology approaches, criteria 

evaluation and prediction for such a design. When working with intelligent 

systems, the individual at the workplace will likely exercise both an 

individual identity and a social identity depending on the personal needs, 

perceptions, expectations, personality cues, motivations, habits, values and 

previous experience. For example, accepting the partnership with a smart 

device can result in a resistance attitude and avoidance if the person will not 

perceive the collaboration in a personal development key, while ensuring 

security and privacy, objective evaluation and expected performance. 

On the other hand, if the employee has a high level of trust towards AI, 

confidence in the fact that human boundaries will not be overshadowed by 

technical steps and witnesses in place clear regulations that function will more 

likely accept and engage in collaboration with an AI environment for task 

decision and process. Pogan and Popa (2020) showed in study that for the case 

of intelligent training platforms, the perception of usefulness, alongside level 

of experience, may shape employee attitudes and fears towards new 

technologies. More specific, an employee user with low experience in working 

with AI, who perceives the technology as threating, not fully explained or not 

human centred, will develop a negative perception and attitude towards it. 

Supplementary, any AI application development should follow personal 

freedoms, data protection and privacy (Cambon, 2017), ensuring human 
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centricity, in terms of ethical and moral principles and human well-being 

insurance. 

As a general background, HCAI methodology is still in its prime, with 

often too many complex variables to be accounted for, too few articles and 

research endeavours that favour human dimensions inside intelligent systems 

and a lack of validated evaluation instruments and specific criteria for 

investigating such a sector. There is a great interest towards the future of 

HCAI research, knowing that the classical domains of implementation will 

surely expand, new comers adding to the industry, medical, communication, 

transportation and educational fields alongside new evaluation methods and 

measures of high validity destined for a proper scientific exploration and 

confirmation in this case.   

 

Future directions for HCAI social approach and practical implications 

Based on the actual research trends and results, it can be reaffirmed that future 

studies must take into consideration much more social dimensions and base 

socio-technic paradigms in their approach towards the creation, management, 

development and implementation of intelligent systems at work. One red line 

consists of testing more in-depth human variables in various experimental 

designs with regard to AI in specific and complex contexts. The moment for 

simple user-application design and interaction study has been surpassed by 

the need to understand human behaviour, personality, needs, expectations, 

emotions, perceptions and objectives in AI settings with focus on both actors 

but with a well-being status preference in the person’s case. 

Another future direction for the HCAI social approach solicits beyond 

the complex and in-depth human variable testing, a more rigorous concept 

and theory clarification with implications both in academic research and 

methodological premises. At the moment, too many heterogenous results, 

solitary one concept studies, the lack of a certain common ground and the 

dramatic change in AI evolution generates confusion and blurry outcomes. 

Probably with a clear guideline in place, specific theoretical explanations, 
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more replicated studies, validity and fidelity in testing, interconnected studies 

and various stakeholders collaboration, human – AI interaction can set in 

motion human centricity values and results. 

HCAI social approach impacts the ethical and legal framework for 

future regulations and policies which regulate not only the creation, 

development and usage of AI but also the human principles and values 

beyond economical or simple technical demands. Already, a lot of countries 

are lining behind drawing such legal frames and directives which will adjust, 

orient, control and evaluate such systems with regard to people as central 

focal point inside the equation.  

Among practical implications that outline the HCAI topic, one 

distinguishes through the numerous and multivariate character of 

applications in the Industry 4.0 with an increased awareness and attention 

given to the human user. Following human centricity in working with AI puts 

a spot on human values, integrating natural work environments for people, 

improving their development and life status, enhancing their competencies 

and appreciation in relation with an artificial intelligent actor that functions 

as a team member. 

Another practical implication describes the use of HCAI for developing 

future smart systems at work that are self-sufficient and self-aware in order 

to support people functionality improvement, collaboration status, efficiency, 

interaction and well-being. 

Last but not least, organizational development can benefit from human 

– AI interaction and collaboration in a social key, which ensures a hybrid work 

pattern for the future, with more advantages for company adaptation to 

dynamic markets, community participation, work-life balance, strong 

motivation and satisfaction level among employees. If reachable, such a 

stance can help generate a sense of self-fulfilment, security and trust for 

people in the work environment or context, opening the way for a new 

perception upon team work, decision making and risk taking in the 

organization. 
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Practical implications of HCAI reside in a new social perspective and 

methodology which place human values at the core of technology, investing 

ethical principles and human objectives inside intelligent systems. 

 

Conclusions 

HCAI paradigm has been investigated in the last years on a variety of topics, 

research areas and methodologies. Still the study exploration and 

international databases present too few examples on the matter. The shift 

from technology centred and traditional user variables towards new and in-

depth human variables, focused more on perceptions, attitudes, cognition, 

personality and mentalities with a concrete purpose to place the person at the 

core of the technology has still a long journey to overtake. So far the study on 

AI has underlined from a social perspective the perception formation of 

employees and attitudes towards intelligent systems alongside team 

interaction in a mixed hybrid cooperation between man and machine. 

Moreover, social sciences have explored various sectors of AI 

application and usage, from the industry domain, medical area and 

transportation to communications, education and entertainment, showing 

new and interesting results that need to be extended, validated and 

researched further on. Concept clarification and theory building are other 

facets that need to be addressed while HCAI imposes a high end complexity 

and dimension variety. 

Future appointed implementation of HCAI will solicit more rigorous 

methodology with focus on common ground and regulations, specific 

guidelines, theoretical explanations, replicated studies, validity and fidelity 

testing, interdisciplinary character, stakeholders participation and ethical 

settings. 

Social approach will have to shape new policies and legal framework 

for usage of AI in terms of human principles and values beyond simple 

economical or technical design objective and purpose. One of the major 

outcomes when dealing with AI in human centricity rules refers to developing 
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employee work and life quality, enhancing their skills, offering numerous 

possibilities for training, efficiency, respect towards diversity, transparency 

and equity. 

Moreover, creating a sense of self-fulfilment, security and trust for 

people in a work context can become one of the main objectives of HCAI 

applications opening new paths for team work, problem solving, 

performance, motivation and satisfaction. 

In this light of things, the social perspective and methodology can 

complete and enhance human centricity inside intelligent systems with 

respect to human values, ethical and moral grounds and an improved well-

being. 
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